
Appendices to the Verified Path Following Using Neural Control Lyapunov Functions paper

Appendix A: CLF Generation Details

We briefly describe the neural network based learning of CLFs presented in Chang et al. [1]. In gen-
eral, finding V is a hard problem as it requires a search in function space that satisfies the constrained
optimization problem in Definition 1. There are many techniques to accomplish this, frequently with
the first step being to select a basis set and a parametrization for V with a set of learning parameters
θ. The basis functions may be, e.g., monomials or polynomials; recently, neural networks [1] have
also been designed for this task. We adopt the latter basis set for our framework, i.e. a neural net-
work, to meet the Lyapunov conditions after a learning phase. The learning process stochastically
updates θ to increase the likelihood of satisfying the Lyapunov conditions. These conditions can be
translated into a cost function, called the “Lyapunov risk,” which measures the extent to which the
current candidate CLF violates the Lyapunov conditions. Generally the problem of designing a CLF
is one of finding a function V that satisfies these conditions by minimizing the cost:

inf
θ

sup
x∈D\I

(
max(0,−Vθ(x)) + inf

u∈U
max(0,∇Vθ(x) · f(x, u)) + V 2

θ (0)

)
. (1)

However, minimizing Eq. (1) is intractable in general as it requires computation of the maximum
over an infinite set D \ I. Moreover, for each state x, one has to solve a subproblem to find the
optimal u minimizing ∇V (x) · f(x, u). Therefore, we consider a relaxation of Eq. (1) making the
problem tractable. Namely, we sample N points x1, . . . , xN in the Lyapunov region and compute
the empirical risk:

LN (θ) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(max(0,−Vθ(xi)) + max(0,∇Vθ(xi) · f(xi, ui)) + V 2
θ (0)), (2)

In the above, ui is a control input associated to the sampled state xi and is independent of θ.

However, minimizing Eq. (2) might not be sufficient to obtain a CLF, as the Lyapunov conditions
may be violated at states that were not sampled. Therefore, it must verified through a process which
we will describe below. This results in a learning loop, where a candidate CLF is generated by a
neural network, and then is verified by a Verifier. If the candidate CLF is valid in the Lyapunov
region, the learning loop ends and returns the candidate CLF which is a valid CLF. If the verification
fails, a counterexample is returned for which the CLF conditions fail. We then sample some number
of points around the counterexample and append these points to the set of sampled states. The
controls are calculated for the updated set of sampled states and the updated state-control pairs are
used to train the neural network until the next pass into the Verifier.

SMT Verification of Candidate CLF It is common for CLF generation algorithms to implement
a verification step and there are a number of solvers able to verify a candidate CLF. SDP [2], SOS
[3, 4], SMT and most recently MIP solvers [5] solvers have all been used with some success to verify
CLFs. For our framework, an SMT solver is an effective Verifier due to the limited state space and
simplicity of implementation. We use the DREAL4 solver [6] to provide a precise verification
solution. This solver relaxes the standard SMT decision problem to a δ-decision problem. On a
given SMT problem ϕ, one of the following answers is provided:

unsat: ϕ is unsatisfiable OR δ-sat: ϕδ is satisfiable,

where ϕδ is called the δ-perturbation (or δ-weakening) of ϕ. If an SMT problem is deemed unsat
by the δ-complete algorithm then it is guaranteed to not have any solution. This characteristic
makes it an appropriate algorithm for CLF counterexample generation; DREAL4 may provide false
counterexamples but will always provide a guarantee of a verified CLF being correct.
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